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1.0 or 2.0
Over the past few months, we've had a lot of time to think about what
we've  been  doing  over  the  years,  how  we've  done  it,  and  who  we've
worked with to get there.

We were in two minds: do we go for a major change (2.0) or do we just
continue with  what we were already doing (1.0)?  Was it  necessary  to
refresh everything and start over or was there still a stretch to what we
were already doing?

It  has  become  an  interim  solution,  version  1.5  so  to  speak.  We  will
continue to do what we already did, but even more refined, more refined
and completely customized (and not only for the customer but also for
the supplier).

A  collaboration  between a  real  farm butcher  and restaurant  is  often
difficult. Restaurants (and their customers) are often quite fond of the
more famous cuts.  This obliges the farm butcher to often have to buy
more from a colleague or to be left with surpluses of other pieces.

So we are now moving away from that, we only buy what is available and
prepare it on our grill or in our kitchen. Limited availability but honest
and above all very tasty...

We were known for our beer list for some time, now we have also given
our wine list a serious boost. Again based on taste.

Enjoy!
Koen, Marijke & Team

New Winelist!
Page  5 & 6 >>



APERITIF
Cambridge Red Port......................................7

Cambrigde White Port...................................7

Martini Rosso...................................................7

Martini Bianco.................................................7

Vermouth del professore.............................10

Campari.............................................................7

Ricard................................................................7

Poniente Sherry Fino.....................................8

Poniente Sherry Amontillado.....................10

Pineau de Charentes 5Y...............................8

Pineau de Charentes 10Y..............................15

GIN
Forest Dry Gin (BE).........................................13

Bulldog Gin (UK)..............................................11

Hendricks Gin (UK).........................................13

Tonic served with Gins: Erasmus Bond Dry Tonic.

Citadelle Reserve Gin (FR)...........................15

Our pride and joy: this gin is aged
for  another  2  years  on  used
cognac  barrels.

It gives this (already spicy) Ging
some  beautiful  vanilla  tones  en
smoked oak.

To experience this Gin in the best
possible way we serve it pure, no ice no tonic at
the right temperature 12°C

Did you know?

Beer is a fantastic alternative to the classic aperitifs. In short, we
can say that bitter and sour are two components that can get
taste buds going.

Bitter
Paljas Saison (De Leite, 33cl, 6%)..........................................................6
De Poes Houblon (De Poes, 33cl, 5.5%).................................................6
Wit IPA (Bierstekers, 37.5cl, 6%)............................................................6

Sour
Cuvee Soeurise (De Leite, 33cl, 8%)......................................................7,5
Tilquin Oude Geuze (Tilquin, 37.5cl, 6.5%)...........................................10
Zure ODE LMBK (Bierstekers, 37.5cl, 7%).............................................10

Cheers!

Picon 
Picon Vin Blanc............................................................................................9
gemixt  met  een  scheutje  cointreau  en  Kiwi  Cuvee  (sauvignon  blanc)

Picon Bière...................................................................................................10
gemixt met chimay tripel

Picon is  a caramel-colored bitter aperitif
or  bitter  (little  bitter)  that  originated  in
Marseille  and is traditionally served with
beer in  the  east  and north  of  France,  in
Belgium and Luxembourg.

Over  the  years  –  and  especially  to
popularize  it  with  a  wider  audience  –
mixing with wine instead of beer was used.
For mixing we use the Picon Amer, which
is made on the basis  of  oranges,  gentian
and cinchona. It gives a bittersweet taste
and a slightly spicy bouquet.



COGNAC
For some time now, we have placed our “cognac faith” in the hands of the
house Remi Landier, situated in the heart of the Fins Bois region.

The family has been active in the production of Cognac since 1890. 

Remi Landier VS   3Y..................................................................................9

Remi Landier VSOP   5Y.............................................................................11

Remi Landier Napoleon   9Y.....................................................................13

Remi Landier XO   15Y................................................................................15
 

CALVADOS
Here too we consciously  opt  for  a house of  trust  for  the calvados:  Roger
Groult. Calvados has been made here since 1860 (fifth generation!).

Roger Groult 3Y...........................................................................................8

Roger Groult 12Y..........................................................................................10

RHUM
Havana Rhum 3Y............................................. 8

 ( Cuba)

Havana Rhum 7Y.............................................12
 ( Cuba)

Sailor Jerry...................................................... 9

 ( USA)

Ron Flor De Cana 12Y.....................................15
 ( Nicaragua)

Ron Flor De Cana 18Y.....................................18
 ( Nicaragua)

WODKA
Adnan Southworld Vodka (UK)....................10
Grey Goose (FR)...............................................13

GENEVER
Braeckman Blauwe Druif............................. 5

Jonge Braeckman.......................................... 6

Braeckman Kiekendief................................. 7

Oude Braeckman............................................ 8

Braeckman 10Y Single Grain Jenever......14

After  10  years  of  aging  in  American  first  fill
Bourbon  barrels,  this  grain  genever  acquires  a
very  complex  character  with,  in  addition to  the
fresh  juniper  berries,  a  soft  touch  of  vanilla,
honey & caramel.

OTHER
Grand Marnier.................................................9

Amaretto Disaronno......................................9

Baileys...............................................................8

Cointreau..........................................................8



BOURBON

What is it?

Simply  put,  bourbon American  whiskey  is  made
from corn. Written with -ey.

The  corn  gives  the  bourbon  a  sweeter  taste
compared to other whiskeys. This gives bourbon a
smoky and caramel rich taste.
 

Woodford Reserve...............................8

From hearty notes of grain and wood to the best
of various fruits and herbs, you'll find it all when
you enjoy a glass of Woodford Reserve.
Characteristic is an excellent balance and a silky
texture.

Elijah Craig............................................9

Elijah Craig Small Batch is made on the basis of
different whiskeys with an age between eight and
twelve years.
The  whiskey  has  a  sweet  and  spicy  character,
with notes of vanilla, nuts, caramel and fruit.

Jeffersons..............................................10

Jefferson's  Bourbon  is  produced  in  very  small
batches. There will be a maximum of 4 different
Kentucky straight bourbons.
The  result  is  a  complex  bourbon  for  both  the
connoisseur and the novice

Eagle Rare.............................................12

Eagle Rare 10 years is a bourbon from only one
barrel.  The  aroma  contains  notes  of  caramel,
toasted oak and maple syrup.
The  taste  contains  notes  of  honey,  bread  with
butter, walnuts and red fruit. In the finish: vanilla,

spiced oak and a hint of leather.

WHISKY
Chivas Regal Blended 12Y (SC)..................................................10

The Macallan Gold Double Cask Single Malt (SC)...............12

Asta Morris Pete's Series (SC)...................................................12

Carolus Single Malt (BE)..............................................................12
Gouden Carolus is  a single malt of Belgian origin. The whiskey is distilled
from the malt mash of Gouden Carolus beer.

Braeckman 

A relatively  new Belgian  player  in  the  whiskey  landscape is  Braeckman,
traditionally a Jenever distiller. At Braeckman, the entire distilling process
takes place in-house.  As one of the only remaining 'warm distillers',  they
stay true to the old saying 'from grain to glass' and still take the time and
effort  to grind, ferment and distill  rye and malt according to the age-old
tradition.

In 2021 they were awarded Belgian and European Whiskey of the Year by Jim
Murray's Whiskey Bible with an impressive 96.5/100 score.

Braeckman Single Grain 12 Y Single Barrel.........................20
Voted Best European Whiskey 2021
Aged for 12 years on a first fill Bourbon. The spiciness of our mix of rye and 
malt is softened by sweet vanilla notes through aging in Bourbon barrel.

Braeckman Single Grain 12 Y Olorosso Cask Finish .........20
The  whiskey  first  matured  in  first  fill  Bourbon  barrels,  and  then  got  an
Oloroso Sherry butt finish. This adds a rich complexity and fruitiness to the
soft vanilla notes obtained by aging in Bourbon barrels.

Braeckman Single Grain 12Y Single Barrel Cask Strength............24
Bottled at cask strength after a 13-year aging in a first fill Bourbon cask. The
spiciness of our mix of rye and malt is softened by sweet vanilla notes from
the aging in a Bourbon barrel.

Braeckman Single Grain 10 Y Olorosso Cask Strength....24
This Belgian single grain whiskey was bottled at cask strength. The whiskey
first matured in first fill Bourbon barrels,  and then got an Oloroso Sherry
butt finish.



Orange Wine?

In addition to red, white and rosé, orange is the
new color. What is now is now “Orange Wine”? It is
actually a wine made from white grapes that is
made according to the process of a red wine. The
main characteristic is the longer fermentation of
the grapes with the skins (sometimes also twigs
and seeds).

As  with  red  wine,  this  process  gives  a  specific
taste,  color  and  texture.  This  also  gives  you
amber/orange color.

FITAPRETA LARANJA MECANICA

Vinho Regional Alentejano – Portugal
Arinto/Roupeiro/Verdelho/Antao Vaz/ Alicante
Branco/Trincadeira-das-Pratas/ Fernao Pires

Bottle 
50

Honey colored (almost orange), intense experience
of ripe fruit, a buttery touch supplemented with
red  fruit,  peach  and  a  light  subtle  acidity  that
adds the necessary fraicheur.

ROSE WINE
PIGOUDET PREMIERE ROSE

Coteaux Aix en Provence – France
Cabernet Sauvignon/Cinsault/Grenache/ Syrah

Glass   7
Bottle   35

A fresh, light and aromatic rosé. A real “gris” rosé. 
In the taste a delicate interplay of citrus, peach and
melon.

BUBBELS
CA DI RAJO VALDOBBIADENE MILLESIMATO

Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore DOCG  
Italy
Glera

Bottle  
35

A juicy and fresh sparkling wine, fruity finish

WHITE WINE
EASY

DREAMS HEAVEN CAN WAIT

Moldova
Pinot Grigio

Glass   7
Bottle   35

In the nose fruit (green apple, ripe pear, lemon peal and passionfruit). Taste is 
very full with lots of fruit.

Cuvée Kiwi Bin 086

Vin de France – France
Sauvignon Blanc

Glass   7
Bottle  35

Pleasant fresh acidity (Granny Smith, citrus) well balanced with the ripeness 
of candied fruit (passion fruit, gooseberry)

SWEET

LA PELISSIERE MOELLEUX

Cotes De Bergerac – France
Muscadelle

Glass   7
Bottle  35

Ripe exotic fruit complemented by citrus and apricot gives this wine a plump, 
elegant and refined soft-sweet character

MELLOW

MORGADO DO QUINTAO BRANCO DE ANFORA

Vinho Regional de Algarve – Portugal
Crato Branco Bottle    55

Refreshing white fruit tones with a mineral-like taste.

RICH

DOMAINE THIERRY DROUIN

Pouilly Fuissé 'En Buland' – France
Chardonnay Bottle    55

Rich and refined Pouilly Fuisse. White fruits (pear, peach, quince) and honey.

COLUMBIA CREST GRAND ESTATES

Columbia Valley AVA – USA
Chardonnay Bottle   40

Complex creamy “buttery” wine with tropical fruit flavors.



RED WINE
SOFT  – FRUITY

DOMAINE HOPPENOT ORIGINES

Fleurie AC Beaujolais– France
Gamay Bottle   45

Well balanced, fruity (slightly mineral) Beaujolais

MORGADO DO QUINTAO TINTO DE ANFORA

Vinho Regional de Algarve – Portugal
Castelao/Negra Mole Bottle   55

Refreshing with clean red fruit tastes.

SMOOTH

MAN FAMILY WINES

Skaapveld Coastal Region – South Africa
Shiraz

Glass   7
Bottle  35

Sweet spicyness and dried fruit.Silk soft tanines

LORNANO

Chianti Classico DOCG – Italy
Sangiovese Bottle   45

Ripe red fruits with some spicyness, Balanced tanines, long pleasant finish

DEEP

CASCINA GHERCINA

Barbaresco DOCG – Italy
Nebbiolo Bottle   55

Full & velvetty mouthfeel. Lots of tanines. Long finish.

DOMAINE BOISSON L'EXIGENCE ROUGE

Cairanne AOC (Côte du Rhone) – France
Grenache/Mourvèdre/Syrah Bottle   50

Spicy, rich and elegant, subtle tanines, hints of strawberry and pepper.

MADREMIA BODEGAS DIVINA PROPORCION

Do Toro – Spain
Tinta de Toro Bottle   45

Ripe fruit with subtle hints of coco, caramel en vanilla. Full body, long finish

In de kijker

VIGNOBLES DE QUATRE VENTS “Z” ROUGE

Bordeaux AOC – France
Merlot (60%)
Cabernet Sauvignon (30%)
Petit Verdot (10%)
2016

Bottle
50 

In  February  2005,  the  Thienpont
family  sold  Château  Labégorce
Zédé  to  its  neighbor  Château
Labégorce. But the vineyards that
supplied  Z  de  Zédé  remained  in
the possession of Luc Thienpont :
only  this  wine  now  bears  the
name  Z,  without  reference  to
(Labégorce ) Zédé. Z is a beautiful
calling card of  a perfectly  made
Bordeaux with style and finesse.

This  AOC  Bordeaux  one-piece
vineyard  covers  8.5  hectares  of  south-facing
flanks  of  well-drained  alluvial  soils  along  the
Gironde  estuary  just  next  to  the  Margaux
appellation. The harvest is done by hand and the
grapes  are  selected  on  sorting  tables  in  the
vineyard before being delivered to the cellar. 

Fermented at low temperatures (around 25°C) in
traditional  concrete tanks.  After which the  wine
undergoes an aging in oak barrels for 8 months to
preserve its fruity character. Before bottling, the
wine undergoes a fine, light filtration.

Het is ongebruikelijk om een wijn van deze stijl en
prijsniveau zoveel zorg en aandacht te besteden,
maar  Luc  Thienpont  dringt  erop  aan  dat  de
druiven worden geplukt met de hand en dat de
wijn wordt gemaakt in vrijwel dezelfde manier als
zijn fijnere en duurdere cuvees.



 Short Chain

Short chain is when your food passes few or no intermediate links and thus
ends up on your plate via the shortest route from the farmer.
Good for you, because you know perfectly where your food comes from, it is
not tampered with or added to. And good for the farmer, who receives a fair
price.

We are happy to participate in that, on a weekly basis we have contact with
our farms and we agree which pieces of meat are available in addition to
the offer they have in the store. 

Hope you enjoy it!

CHEFS MENU
STARTER

Grilled Camembert
(Beerpairing: Bourgogne Des Flandres)

MAIN

Rib Eye Westvlaams Rood
With salad and fries

Sauce of choice 
Pepper-, Mushroom -or Roquefort

(Beerpairing: Chimay Triple)

DESSERT

Tiramisu
(Beerpairing: Cassandra)

65 € 
PER PERSON

(80 € /per persoon met beerpairing)

A couple of our farmers
Tim  Baeckelandt from
Roksem 
a youg farmer just starting up
where  we  get  our  fruits  and
vegetables.

't Voutje from Alveringem

where  we  get  beef:  Westvlaams  Rood,   Angus,
Jersey,...

Hoeveslager Willem from Sint Denijs

where we get beef: Westvlaams rood en witblauw

Hof ter Driehoek from Lapscheure 

where we get beef: Blonde d'Aquitaine

De Bokke from Beernem

where we get lamb and beef
o.a. Witblauw en Limousin 



Our speciality

RIB EYE/STRIPLOIN
Below you will find our selection of Rib Eye & Striploin
All pieces undergo a minimum maturation of 4 weeks.

VERY LIMITED AVAILABLE

Westvlaams Rood
Aged for 4 weeks
Full meaty flavor

400 gram (1 person)...................................................55
800 gram (2 persons)..............................................100

Chefs Choice:

Zeeuwse Hollstein
Aged for 4 weeks

Perfect balance between marbling and meat

400 gram (1 person)..................................................60
800 gram (2 persons)..............................................100

Henegouwse Black Angus
Aged for 6 weeks

Buttery taste becaus of marbling
400 gram (1 person)...................................................65
800 gram (2 persons)..............................................120

With salad and fries
Sauce of choice (Pepper-, Mushroom -or Roquefort)



 

 

 Starters

Italian Fennel Sausages (beerpairing: Oud  Bruin).........................................................................................................................12

Grilled Camembert 1 person (beerpairing: Bourgogne Des Flandres)..........................................................................................15

Grilled Camembert 2 persons ......................................................................................................................................................25

Cold Cuts 1 person (beerpairing: Cantillon Oude Geuze)..................................................................................................................15

Cold Cuts 2 persons.........................................................................................................................................................................25

Scampi Garlic (beerpairing: Sint Bernardus Extra 4).......................................................................................................................15

Coarsely chopped Beef Tartar with tomato and spring onions (beerpairing: Duchesse De Bourgogne)............................12

 

 Main Courses

Sirloin Steak Westvlaams Rood (Chateaubriand)............................................................................................35
Medium tender, full flavor
With salad and fries
Sauce of choice (Pepper/Mushroom/Roquefort)
beerpairing: Noir De Dottignies

Sirloin Filet Blonde D'Aquitaine..............................................................................................................................40
Very tender, medium flavor
With salad and fries 
Sauce of choice (Pepper/Mushroom/Roquefort)
beerpairing: Redenaar

Rack of Lamb from Bruges surroundings .........................................................................................................45
Medium tender, full of flavour
With salad and fries  
Portsauce 
beerpairing: Cassandra

Jamboneau Westvlaams Piétrain (Ham).............................................................................................................30
With salad and fries 
mustard
beerpairing: Paljas Saison



 Fish

Scampi Chef..................................................................................................................................................................30
With salad and fries
beerpairing:  Rochefort Tripel Extra

Wild Salmon..................................................................................................................................................................30
With salad and fries
beerpairing: Sint Bernardus Extra 4

Grilled Tuna...................................................................................................................................................................35
With salad and fries 
beerpairing:  Oud Bruin

 Kids

Fish Sticks......................................................................................................................................................................10
With salad and fries– mayo /ketchup

Grilled chicken filet.....................................................................................................................................................10
With salad and fries – mayo /etchup

Steak................................................................................................................................................................................14
With salad and fries – mayo/ketchup

 Desserts

Homemade Tiramisu.....................................................................................................................................................8
beerpairing:  Cassandra

Traditional Crème Brûlée............................................................................................................................................8
beerpairing: Noir De Dottignies

Homemade Brownie with Ice cream.......................................................................................................................9
beerpairing: Stouterik

Dame Blanche with homemade chocolat sauce.................................................................................................9
beerpairing: Pannepot



Tea  

The  tea  we  serve  is  from  the  British  company
English Tea Shop, they are not only a trader but
also a producer with their own plantation in Sri
Lanka.

In  addition,  they  buy  other  spices  from  local
farmers in order to fully guarantee the fair trade
principle.

Peppermint..................................................3

Chamomile...................................................3

Earl Grey.......................................................3

Super Berries..............................................3

Witte Thee....................................................3

Rooibos..........................................................3

Green Sencha.............................................3



Ritchie
Sometime in the 1970s, the Ritchie story came to
an  end,  like  so  many  soft  drink  makers,  they
could  no  longer  compete  with  the  American
multinationals.

Fast Forward to 2018 when Jan Verlinden decides
to take up his father's work again. First he starts
with  three  lemonades  (orange/lemon/grapefruit)
before launching the Coke and Diet Coke on the
market not long after.

Ritchie Cola...........................................4
The  America  of  the  fifties  in  a  bottle.  Yet  it  is
purely  Belgian.  And of  course,  without artificial
caramel or phosphoric acid.

Ritchie Cola Zero.................................4
Healthy, this cola zero from Ritchie. And also free
from  artificial  caramel,  phosphoric  acid,
aspartame  and  acesulfame-K.  That  makes  it
almost 100% natural: a premiere for our country!
 

Ritchie Orange.....................................4
The Gilles van Binche throw it, compatriot Ritchie
prefers to add bubbles to oranges.
And  more:  the  orange  lemonade  has  been
enriched with  a  pinch  of  vanilla,  for  a  smooth,
rounded taste.

Ritchie Lemon......................................4
Take a generous dose of  lemon juice and add a
little bit of raspberry juice and prick, and what do
you get? A cute pink lemonade.
And  wonderfully  refreshing  too!  Best  regards
from Ritchie.

SOFT DRINKS
JUICES

Marc  Verstrynge  started  Steffi-Fruit  in
2003. The company is located in Moerkerke
(about  eight  kilometers  from  our
restaurant).

As an independent fruit grower of hard fruit
(apples and pears), he produces a number
of varieties of juices.

Apple..................................................................................................4

Apple Pear........................................................................................4

Apple Raspberry.............................................................................4

TONIC

Erasmus Bond Dry Tonic..............................................................4

This tonic is designed to be the perfect companion for Gin. The grapefruit at
the beginning and the closing quinine and bergamot bring out  the best in
many gins.

Erasmus Bond is a Belgian brand but is actually named after the "inventor" of
tonic. In 1858 he was the man who took the first patent (“improved aerated
tonic liquid”) on a quinine-containing drink. He was the first to add a whole
lot of herbs to it to make something drinkable. 

Water

Chaudfontaine still 25cl..............................................................2,5

Chaudfontaine sparkling 25cl...................................................2,5

Chaudfontaine still 50cl..............................................................4

Chaudfontaine sparkling 50cl...................................................4



Beers On Draft
CRISTAL ALKEN (Alken Maes)
Nice easy-drinking pilsner, light bitter finish

33cl - 5,2%
3

BITTERMALT

BOURGOGNE DES FLANDRES (John Martin)  
Mixed Fermentation

33cl – 5%
4,5

SWEET

CHIMAY TRIPLE (Abbay De Scourmont)  
Full malty triple, light bitter finishing

33cl – 8%
7

BITTERMALT

CHIMAY BLEU (Abbay De Scourmont)  
Dark well balanced quad

33cl – 9%
8

SWEET ROASTED

DUVEL 666 (Duvel Moortgat) 
Fresh nicely hopped blond

33cl – 6,66%
5,5

MALTY

BIERSTEKERS
In the past, beer from the brewery was bought by the beer brewer and sold
on to the landlord.  In addition to direct sales,  bottles were also filled and
sold. Someone who mixes different beers in order to make a new product out
of it is also called a beer maker.
We  have  had  our  own  blended  beers  since  mid-2015,  under  the  name
bierstekers, the following beer(s) are currently available:

WIT
Refreshing wheatbeer with small bitter & sour

37,5cl – 5,5% 6

WIT IPA 
Extra hopped version of the Wit

37,5cl – 6% 6

WIT ZUUR
Wit with a buttery sour

37,5cl – 6,3% 8

WIT ZURE PATER 
A blend with a blend, grapefruity

37,5cl – 6% 8

WIT SCHAERBEEKSE KRIEK
Fresh sour cherry with a buttery wheatbeer-feel

37,5cl – 6% 9

ZURE ODE LMBK
4(!) Boon beers, little bit of bitterness in the finish

37,5cl – 7% 10

ZURE PATER
Grapefruit (Bittersour)-taste

37,5cl – 7,2% 8

ZURE
Mild sour base beer

75cl – 6% 20

ZURE OUD BRUIN
Zure, Sint Bernardus and Oud Bruin

75cl – 8,5% 15

 

Philosophy

Since the very beginning, In't Nieuw Museum has
been a place where you can find the better beers.
In  those  days,  it  was  mainly  mainstream beers
supplemented with a few local gems.

After  that  it  became  a very  extensive  list  with
gems  from  here  and  there  and  less  and  less
mainstream.

Meanwhile, the pendulum has landed somewhere
in the middle. We don't necessarily want (just) the
most  or  the  most  special  beers  on  the  menu.
No, this beer menu has been thoroughly thought
through  with  something  for  everyone:

We  have  both  light  and  heavier  beers  on  tap,
sweet and bitter, blond or brown.

Our  own beers  are  also  present,  albeit  limited.

The  general  beer  list  focuses  on  mainly  small
local players who may be unknown to the general
public, but no less tasty.

Finally, for the real beer geek, there is a corner
with some vintage beers and specials from near
and far.

Above all, we have tried to record a presence for
every taste profile. Enjoy your meal!

Cheers!

Koen & Marijke



Beer of the month

Stouterik
(De La Senne) 
4,5%
Brussels Dry Stout

Stouterik is a classic “Dry Stout” according to 
Irish tradition, easy to drink, but with its own 
character.

In color it is deep black with a ruby nuance. The 
roasted coffee accents determine the personality,
balanced in the mouth by a soft creamy 
character.

The structure is completed by a fine bitterness, 
with a dry and surprisingly refreshing finish.

The brewery:
Brasserie De La Senne was one of the founders of 
the “new wave” of craft beer in Brussels.

Their goal is to brew character beers, which are 
first and foremost nicely balanced. Qualitative 
and consistent but without compromise: only the 
best raw materials qualify.

Beautiful hopped beers (long before this was back
in fashion) of top fermentation but also of mixed 
or wild fermentation.

A bright star in our Belgian brewing firmament!

BEERLIST 
ST BERNARDUS 4 Extra 
(Sint Bernardus)  
Very full taste for low alcohol

33cl – 4,8%

5
MALTY

REDENAAR 
(d'Oude Maalderij)  
Malty blond with a creamy mouthfeel

33cl – 6,5%

6
BITTERMALT

DULLE TEVE 
(De Dolle Brouwers)  
Strong blond with a nice sweetmalty touch

33cl – 10%

6
SWEETMALTY

PALJAS SAISON
(De Leite)  
Blond, fruity and mildbitter saison, refreshing!

33cl – 6%

6
BITTERMALT

ORVAL 
(Notre Dame d'Orval)  
Amber, bitter in balance with slight sour

33cl – 6,2%

7
BITTERSPICY

ROCHEFORT TRIPEL EXTRA
(Notre Dame  Rochefort)  
Fruity (sweet) blond with bitterspicy finish

33cl – 8,1%

7
MALTSPICY

BABYLONE 
(Brussels Beer Project)  
Dark blond mostly bitter.

33cl – 7%

6
BITTER

DE POES HOUBLON 
(De Poes)  
Fresh and fruity blond with a nice hopbitter

33cl – 5,5%

6
HOPBITTER

STOUTERIK 
(De La Senne)  
Very full taste, dark light in alcohol

33cl – 4,5%

6
COFFEEBITTER

CASSANDRA 
(Siphon Brewing)  
Coffee, vanilla & chocolate bitter, dark 

33cl – 7%

6
COFFEE/CHOCOLAT

CHIMAY ROUGE 
(Notre Dame d'Orval)  
Sweet roasted tones, light brown almost red

33cl – 7%

6
SWEET ROASTED

NOIR DE DOTTIGNIES 
(De Ranke)  
Dark, full taste of roasted malts.

33cl – 8%

6
ROASTED

PANNEPOT 
(Struise Brouwers)  
Dark, sweet, caramel, liquarice, coffee & chocolat

33cl – 10%

7
SWEET ROASTED



Miss Baxels Beers
Since  lockdown  n°2  I  (Marijke  Bax)
started sharing my passion for beer
through  my  own  beer  blog.

The  aim  is  to  discuss  (mainly
Belgian) beer in human language, as
we have been doing for years in our
restaurant.

So don't expect fancy terms, technical tidbits or flavor diagrams. No, I
do it my way: straight forward. Based on what I taste...

Interested?
You can find me at www.missbaxelsbeers.com

@missbaxelsbeers

BEERS WITH A SOUR
DUCHESSE DE BOURGOGNE
(Verhaeghe)  
Dark beer with a crisp sweetsour fruity taste

25cl – 6,2%

5
SWEETSOUR

BOON FRAMBOISE 
(Boon)  
Red (sweet) fruity taste

37,5cl – 5%

8
SWEETFRUITY

CUVEE DE SOEURISE 
(De Leite)  
Red, slightly sour tripel

33cl – 8,5%

7,5
FRUITY SOUR

TILGUIN OUDE GEUZE 
(Tilquin)  
Blond citrussy and grapefruit

37,5cl – 6,5%

10
SOUR

CANTILLON OUDE GEUZE 
(Cantillon)  
Blond sour with a nice dry bitter finish

37,5cl – 5,5%

9
SOUR

OUD BRUIN 
('t Verzet)  
Dark beer sour with a light candysweet finish

33cl – 6%

6
SOUR

JART ELLE 
(Lambiek Fabriek)  
Red fruity cherry with some sulfur in the finish

37,5cl – 6%

9
FRUITY SOUR

3 Fonteinen OUDE KRIEK 
(3 Fonteinen)  
Red full cherry taste

37,5cl – 5%

12
FRUITY SOUR

Vintage 
Some  beers  get  better  after  a  few  years  of
maturation or at least change in taste.

We have kept an exclusive selection in our cellar
for several years now.

The selection we release to the world this month:

Chimay Grande Reserve (Blauw)........10
2015 – 33cl

Sint Bernardus Abt 12............................10
2015 – 33cl

Orval...........................................................10
2017 – 33cl

Struise Black Albert ..............................10
2015 – 33cl

Black Damnation XVIII Major Tom......40
2012 – 75cl

Boon x Mikkeler .....................................40
2015 – 75cl

Boon VAT 77...............................................15
2013 – 37.5cl

HORAL MEGABLEND 2021............................25

ABV 7% – 75cl

As  always  with  an  edition
of  the  Toer  de  Geuze,  this
time  too  a  blend  was
composed  by  the  10
members of the Horal.



Beergeek

Menu
Belgium  is  the  beer  country  par  excellence,
nowhere  in  the  world  do  you  have  so  many
brewers, specialists, beer sommeliers,...

We  are  also  champions  of  repeating  the  same
concept very often. It will not be far off to say that
a few triples or dimes are added per month.

That in itself is not a problem, as long as it tastes
good... but at the same time there is a danger in
it!  The one-eyed man is  king in  the land of the
blind  and  it  is  no  different  here.  If  we  start
repeating  the  same  trick  too  often,  there  is  a
danger that our age-old tradition will be diluted.

That's why this part of the beer list, a conscious
choice  around  fifteen  references  that  choose  a
somewhat less traditional (Belgian) path.

There is room for a number of Belgian players, but
above all  you can also peep across the border,
see  what  they are doing there and think  about
other flavors and textures.

 

Wanna go shopping for some good beer?
Visit this place:

@beersatmoviefun 

@beersatmoviefun

Double Sherbet...........................................................................10
Vocation – 7% ABV – 44CL – Sour IPA
Strong lemon taste finshing with a typical IPA flavor

APRICOT X GUAVA X PASSIONFRUIT.......................................10
Arpus – 8% ABV – 44CL – Imperial Sour Ale
All of the above

Five Dollar Shake.....................................................................7,5
Tiny Rebel – 4,5% ABV – 33CL – Creamy Citra IPA
Nice creamy citra IPA

Mox Jet.........................................................................................7,5
d'Oude Maalderij – 5,5% ABV – 33cl – Stout
Cacao, Coconut and coffee and all in a measely 5,5% ABV

Stay Puft......................................................................................7,5
Tiny Rebel – 5,2% ABV – 33CL – Marshmallow Porter 
typical London porter but then stuffed with marshmallow

Totem Smoked Stout...............................................................7,5
Totem – 9% ABV – 33CL – Stout
A lot of smoke in the taste, some vanilla and chocolat

A Single Act of kindness sends out roots in all directions.....12,5
Cloudwater & Crafty Beer Girls – 7% ABV – 44CL – Eport Stout
Light stout with coconut and vanilla

Dessert in a Can: Gingerbread Creme Brulee..................10
Amundsen  – 10,5% ABV – 33CL – Pastry Stout
Gingerbread and crême brulee, says it all

Extremum Fato Rye Whiskey BA.......................................12,5
Puhaste – 12% ABV – 33CL – BA Stout
Roasted, coffee and chocolat, as well as warm whiskey tones  

POHJALA PIME OO PX Pedro Ximenez Sherry BA.............10
Puhaste – 13,9% ABV – 33CL – Imperial Stout
Aged on PX sherry barrels Raisins, cranberries, black berries and chocolat 

Lorelei #2.....................................................................................15
d'Oude Maalderij – 14% ABV – 50cl – BA
Barley wine, aged for 22 months on Carolus barrels.


